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QUESTION 1

Which rule is used to hide menu options in a single-select configurable attribute? 

A. Recommended Item rule 

B. Hiding rule 

C. Constraint rule 

D. Pricing rule 

E. Recommendation rule 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

While configuring a product, which pricing is applied last on a given item (part) after it is added to a valid configuration? 

A. Base Price from the parts database 

B. List price from the PriceBook 

C. Recommended Item Pricing 

D. Attribute Value Pricing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

There is a multi-select attribute with five options, displayed as checkboxes. Depending on conditions, the configurator
should show a user three of these five options. How should you accomplish this? 

A. by writing a Constraint rule 

B. by writing a Hidden rule 

C. by writing a Recommendation rule 

D. by writing a Pricing rule 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

Which rule fires last in the sequence of operation in Configuration? 

A. Recommended Item Rules 

B. Hiding Rules 

C. Recommendation Rules 

D. Pricing Rules 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which is an important consideration for using BML in a constraint rule, when implementing a configurator? 

A. BML should never be used with constraint rules. 

B. BML should only be used in the constraint rule input condition. 

C. BML must always be used every time the constraint rule requires the use of a data table. 

D. BML should only be used when it reduces the number of rules and contains complexity that cannot be addressed
using the rule UI options. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

You have inserted a bookmark link in your document. However, you would like to modify the bookmark link text. How
will you achieve this? 

A. After it is added, a bookmark link cannot be modified or deleted. Therefore, you need to be sure about the bookmark
link text. 

B. Replace the bookmark by using the Edit icon, and then insert new text as needed. 

C. Delete the existing bookmark link by double-clicking the "X" icon, and then re-adding the bookmark link with the new
text. 

D. Edit the bookmark link by double-clicking the Edit icon, and then changing the text as needed. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

What is a recommended approach to keep in mind when implementing the Commerce pricing function? 

A. Ensure that parts and prices are added in the part database. 

B. Ensure that the part database is indexed. 

C. Use data structures such as dictionaries to store line information that needs to be referenced later in the code. A
hash is faster than looping each time. 

D. Ensure that Ajax is enabled. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

An admin tries to change the document views on an attribute from a participant profile under transition rules. But the
attribute is not listed in the list of attributes that are available for editing. What are the two causes for this behavior? 

A. The attribute is a system attribute. 

B. The attribute is hidden on the attribute details page. 

C. The attribute is not added to the layout. 

D. The attribute is being referenced in an active Hiding rule. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 9

A new user group has been created in the development environment. Which approach would you use to migrate this
new user group to the production environment? 

A. Migrate Commerce to the production environment. 

B. Migrate new user groups to the production environment. 

C. Manually create the new user groups in the production environment. 

D. Migrate the new users to the production environment. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

What happens if an Array control attribute is not added to the layout of a configurator? 

A. The Array will always show 200 rows. 

B. The system will automatically assign an Array control attribute. 

C. The entire Array set will be hidden. 

D. The configuration rules will fail to fire. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

What are three valid causes for a Configuration rule failing to execute? 

A. The attributes used in the rule are not added on the Configuration Layout. 

B. The status of the rule is set to Inactive. 

C. The rule\\'s Condition attributes are hidden on the Configuration Layout. 

D. A runtime error occurs within the rule, which is firing before the current rule. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 12

A Commerce Validation rule has been used to show an error message if the End Date entered in a quote is earlier than
the Start Date. What action needs to be performed to run the specified Validation rule? 

A. The Submit action must be performed. 

B. The action that is specified in the Validation rule must be performed. 

C. The rule runs on its own without any additional user action. 

D. The Save action must be performed. 

Correct Answer: A 
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